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Executive Summary 

Electric vehicles (EVs) in today’s markets have proven to be cost-effective choices for motorists and fleet 
managers alike to reduce their carbon footprint, contribute to improved air quality, save on fuel and 
maintenance costs, and spur growth in domestic workforce and economic development. Production and 
battery costs for EVs are ever declining, and EVs are set to achieve price parity with internal combustion 
engine (ICE) vehicles by the end of the decade.1 This trend is leading to a substantial increase in EV 
market competitiveness over time: by 2025, EVs will comprise 10% of the total automotive market, a 
significant jump from 2020, when EVs compromised just 2.7% of the global market share.2 

Beyond these direct environmental and economic upsides to EV adoption, indirect and secondary 
benefits include the fact that the charging of electric vehicles helps to optimize existing grid 
infrastructure by stabilizing usage and offsetting peak demand surges, resulting in economic benefits for 
ratepayers and utility providers alike. Further, EVs retain domestic economic activity by localizing fueling 
profits instead of exporting them to out-of-state oil producers and refiners. Auto manufacturing, the 
installation of electric vehicle supply equipment (EVSE), and charger and vehicle servicing needs provide 
additional economic opportunities for all, including low-income workers. 

For these reasons, EVs represent a cleaner and cheaper transportation future that will benefit rural and 
urban communities alike. Unfortunately, rural communities are currently at a disadvantage. We focus 
here on four areas of transportation electrification that shed light on the causes of and solutions to this 
rural disadvantage, turning frequently to Athens County, Ohio as a representative case. 

These four areas are:  

1) Motorist Behavior and Vehicle Trends  

2) Electric Charging Infrastructure  

3) Fleet Electrification 

4) Economic and Workforce Development 

The purpose of this report is to assess the barriers and opportunities to transportation electrification in 
rural Ohio, with a focus on Athens County and the surrounding rural and Appalachian counties. 
Information and data on electric vehicles and electric vehicle supply equipment (EVSE) infrastructure in 
Athens County is addressed within the larger context of electric vehicle adoption in rural America, and 
the county is frequently turned to as a test case for understanding the unique needs of rural 
communities in order to make targeted recommendations for EV readiness measures. 

The planning and implementation of discrete actions to address the barriers and opportunities for 
transportation electrification in rural areas will involve coordination among a diverse set of public and 
private actors. Table 1 outlines the set of such actors that will be referenced in this report when 
discussing recommended action steps.  

 
1 https://about.bnef.com/electric-vehicle-outlook/  
2 Ibid. 
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Federal, State, and Local Governments 
Planning Agencies and Authorities (e.g., MPOs) 
Utilities and Regulators 
Investors and Other Financial Institutions 
Non-Governmental Organizations 
OEMs and Dealers 
Supply Chain and Logistics Operators 

Table 1. Transportation electrification stakeholders to be involved in the recommended action steps discussed in 
this report. 

1. Rural Motorist Behavior and Consumer Vehicle Trends 

1.1 Transportation Energy Burden as a Framework for Explaining the Urban-Rural Divide Over EVs 

The current geographic distribution of registered EVs in Ohio helps set the stage for understanding the 
rural-urban divide in the state when it comes to 
motorist trends and EVs. The map in Figure 1 shows 
the concentration of EVs registered in Ohio. Logically, 
the highest concentrations of EVs are in the largest 
metropolitan areas of Cleveland, Columbus, and 
Cincinnati—followed by Akron, Dayton, Toledo, and 
Youngstown. Among these, the greatest acceleration 
has occurred in the Columbus region. This is due 
primarily to major consumer education campaigns 
through Smart Columbus and assisted by some rebates 
for government fleet purchases. Growth in other 
metro areas have also been assisted by “grassroots” 
education campaigns, the extension of which to rural 
areas will be discussed later in this section. 

A useful framework for understanding the factors 
underlying this rural-urban EV divide in Ohio is that of 
transportation energy burden, or the proportion of a 

household’s annual income that is spent on vehicle fuel costs. According to a recent study conducted by 
researchers at Argonne National Laboratory and the US Department of Energy Office of Energy 
Efficiency and Renewable Energy, “rural households drive further and have a higher transportation 
energy burden than suburban and urban households.”3 That is, motorists in rural areas bear a higher 
transportation energy burden than their urban and suburban counterparts.  

 
3 https://www.osti.gov/biblio/1760477-affordability-household-transportation-fuel-costs-region-socioeconomic-
factors  

Figure 1. Concentration map of EVs registered in 
Ohio. Source: Ohio BMV registration data. 
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Figure 2. Map of transportation energy burden by county in the United States as a percentage of household 
income. Inset shows Ohio counties, with Athens County and surrounding Appalachian counties exhibiting the 
highest transportation energy burdens in the state. Source: Argonne National Laboratory. 

There are a few factors contributing to this phenomenon. First, rural motorists travel further both on a 
per day and per year basis, with rural Midwestern motorists traveling further annually than any other 
region.4 This is largely due to not only the greater distance between rural households and common 
destinations like work, school, grocery and retail outlets, and healthcare and social services, but also 
because of the lack of transportation alternatives to private vehicle ownership. Second, rural motorists 
tend to drive older and less fuel-efficient vehicles that are more costly to fuel, operate, and maintain. 
Relatedly, they are more likely than their suburban and urban counterparts to drive medium- and heavy-
duty pickup trucks. Lastly, rural motorists tend to live in lower income households than their suburban 
and urban counterparts, with the median household income in rural areas being 4% lower than that in 
urban areas.5 

 

 
4 Ibid. 
5 https://epm.ucdavis.edu/sites/g/files/dgvnsk296/files/inline-
files/Preparing%20Rural%20America%20for%20the%20Electric%20Vehicle%20Revolution.pdf  
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1.2 Barriers and Opportunities for Rural EV Adoption 

These factors contributing to the higher transportation energy burden borne by rural motorists present 
both challenges and opportunities for efforts to encourage EV adoption. On the one hand, the higher 
mileage traveled by rural motorists heightens the sense of range anxiety associated with EVs, 
compounded by the relative lack of charging stations and the greater distance between them in rural 
areas. The pickup truck models that are more prevalent among rural motorists are also unavailable in 
the EV market, although several original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) including Ford, GMC, Rivian, 
Tesla, and Lordstown Motors have declared their intention to introduce such EVs.6 And the higher up-
front cost of EVs compared to ICE vehicles is also a significant deterrent.  

Despite these challenges, there is a clear cost-saving case to be made for EV adoption among rural 
motorists, in addition to the case for environmental health and air quality benefits. EVs offer a solution 
to the disproportionate fuel inefficiency and fuel cost burden incurred by rural motorists who are also 
more likely than their urban and suburban counterparts to live in low-income households. In fact, one 
study found that even given the higher up-front cost of EVs, rural motorists could save $1,900 to $2,800 
per year, or $27,000 to $44,000 over the vehicle’s lifetime, in fuel and maintenance costs by switching to 
EVs.7 The study also found that due to the older age, lower fuel efficiency, and greater miles traveled by 
rural vehicles compared to urban and suburban vehicles, rural areas on average emit a greater amount 
of CO2 per household from motorist travel. This indicates that rural areas have more to gain in terms of 
air quality benefits from the emissions reductions that would result from higher EV adoption.  

1.3 Case Study: Athens County 

We can see an example of how these challenges and opportunities for EV adoption among rural 
motorists play out in the case of Athens County. First, according to 2010 census data, Athens County has 
the lowest median household income in Ohio. Second, according to the Argonne National Laboratory 
study mentioned above, Athens County has the highest transportation energy burden in Ohio. And third, 
EV adoption is currently disproportionately lower in Athens and other rural Ohio counties compared to 
counties with predominately urban and suburban populations. As shown in Figure 3 below, rural and 
Appalachian counties in Ohio—which make up the majority of the “other” category shown in light 
blue—account for 25% of registered vehicles in the state but only 11% of registered EVs.8 

 
6 https://www.mjbradley.com/sites/default/files/EDF_EV_Market_Report_January_2021_Update_0.pdf  
7 https://www.ucsusa.org/resources/rural-communities-and-tci  
8 The 11% figure encompasses all alternative fuel vehicles (AFVs), not just EVs, but given that the next two most 
common alternative fuels, fuel cells and compressed natural gas, combined make up less than half a percent of the 
AFVs in the state, reference to AFVs can be considered synonymous with electric vehicles. 75% of the AFVs 
registered in Ohio are battery electric vehicles (BEVs) and 25% are plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs).  
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Despite these challenges, however, Athens County can boast having more EVSE charging infrastructure 
and significantly greater EV adoption, as shown in Figure 5, than its other rural and Appalachian 
counterparts. EV adoption appears to be continuing to grow in Athens County, as 12 new AFVs were 
purchased in the county in 2019 and 17 have been purchased in 2020, as of November 2020. Union 
County is the only county with a smaller population (55,654 vs. 65,936) but more registered EVs, and 
Warren County is the only rural or Appalachian county with more electric chargers. No counties in Ohio 
have less total passenger car registrations (31,175) and more AFV passenger car registrations (110). 

Figure 3. (Top) Total AFV registrations in Ohio by 
region and county. (Bottom) Total passenger car 
registrations in Ohio by region and county. 

Figure 4. Rural and Appalachian counties in Ohio 
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Figure 5. The graph plots data for all 88 of Ohio’s counties, starting with the least populous on the left through the 
most populous, Franklin County, on the right. Total AFV passenger car registrations and charger plugs are graphed 

against the left axis. Percentage of AFVs are graphed against the right axis (0.0% to 0.7%). 

While we do not have any evidence at this stage to suggest a clear cause for Athens County’s leadership 
on EV adoption among rural and Appalachian Ohio counties, one unique measure that Athens County 
has taken, which can serve as a model for other rural communities, addresses both the challenge of the 
high up-front cost of EVs as well as the opportunity for long-term cost savings. Namely, the Ohio 
University Credit Union established an EV Loan Program that offered 0% loans for the purchase of hybrid 
electric, plug-in hybrid electric, and all-electric vehicles for residents of Athens County. 

1.4 Recommendations for Rural EV Adoption 

Such financial incentive programs are one of three key recommendations for addressing the challenges 
and opportunities of EV adoption among rural motorists. In addition to vehicle loan programs through 
banks and credit unions such as the one launched in Athens County, local governments can issue tax 
credits and point-of-sale rebates for EV purchases. These are effective measures to incentivize adoption 
of EVs and alleviate their up-front cost burden that is a significant deterrent in rural and low-income 
communities. In addition to governmental rebate and tax programs, utilities can create financial 
investment and incentive programs that reduce electricity rates for EV charging and provide the capital 
for deploying more EVSE infrastructure (an example of this will be discussed in the following section).  

The second recommendation for addressing the challenges and opportunities of rural EV adoption is 
through community outreach and education. Local governments, non-governmental organizations, rural 
cooperatives, and community action groups can invest in outreach programs that spread awareness 
about the environmental, health, and cost-saving benefits of EVs and help combat range anxiety myths 
and negative stigmas about EVs. 

Lastly, the third recommendation is to encourage and financially support the research and development 
of EV pickup trucks in order to meet rural motorist preferences for this model type. The market for EV 
pickups is currently in a nascent stage, and by targeting funds and other support activities toward 
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increasing EV battery load carrying capacity, governments, industry leaders, and investors can help 
advance this market segment. In Ohio, Lordstown Motors is an OEM currently investing in the 
development of EV pickup trucks for deployment in the state. 

2. EVSE Charging Infrastructure 

2.1 Factors to Consider in Rural EVSE Deployment 

Just as important as encouraging EV adoption among rural motorists is providing the EVSE charging 
infrastructure required to fuel them in manageable, accessible ways. There are a number of unique 
factors to consider when planning and deploying electric chargers in rural areas.  

First, determining the locations for chargers must be particularly strategic in order to maximize use 
potential and cost effectiveness. Unlike urban areas, where high traffic hubs and routes enable relatively 
straightforward decision making for EVSE placement, rural areas feature less obvious hubs and routes 
that are fewer and further between. Getting EVSE placement right in rural areas is also higher stakes, 
because with longer distances traveled and the higher prevalence of range anxiety, inconvenient and 
infrequent charging sites can be a significant deterrent to EV adoption. Perhaps the most important 
factor to consider is proper coordination between electric utilities and rural electric cooperatives in 
ensuring that there is adequate electricity supply to the areas designated as ideal charging sites.  

2.2 Barriers and Opportunities for Rural EVSE Deployment 

These factors regarding EVSE offer both challenges and opportunities for EV adoption in rural areas. In 
terms of the challenges, there are currently fewer rural charging sites than in urban areas, so there is a 
heavier up-front lift when it comes to planning and financing charger installation.9 At the same time, 
with lower EV utilization rates and population densities in rural areas, it does not make sense to overly 
develop EVSE infrastructure in rural areas, thereby creating a conflict between deployment needs and 
constraints.  

Rural areas are also less likely to have access to the commercial grade electricity supply lines required to 
operate Level 2 and direct current fast chargers (DCFCs). Additionally, they likely lack the broadband 
internet services required for the installation of smart charging systems with access to real-time 
electricity supply and demand data. A recent study conducted by the Buckeye Hills Regional Council in 
eight Appalachian Ohio counties found that between 80% and 90% of households in the “rural expanse” 
(defined as areas with twenty or fewer households per square mile) had no access to broadband 
services.10 These two barriers add significant complexity to the infrastructure planning and financing 
process for EVSE. 

Nevertheless, the presence and organizational structure of rural electric cooperatives are such that they 
provide opportunities for streamlining EVSE installation and effectively convening key partners and 
stakeholders. An additional opportunity emerges from the fact that more rural residents live in single-

 
9 https://epm.ucdavis.edu/sites/g/files/dgvnsk296/files/inline-
files/Preparing%20Rural%20America%20for%20the%20Electric%20Vehicle%20Revolution.pdf  
10 https://buckeyehills.org/broadband-research  
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family households than their urban and suburban counterparts, which tend to accommodate EVSE more 
readily—in terms of both coding and installation—than multi-unit dwellings (MUDs).11  

2.3 EV Charging Landscape in Ohio 

According to a recent study published in June 2020 by the Ohio Department of Transportation DriveOhio 
Program, co-authored by HNTB and Clean Fuels Ohio, as of April 2020 there are 442 Level 2 charging 
locations with a combined 996 charging ports in the state of Ohio, along with 96 DCFC charging locations 
with a combined 286 ports. Figure 6 below shows the geographic distribution of these two types of 
charging locations throughout the state. As is evident, there are a relatively small number of either type 
of charging location installed outside of major metropolitan areas. Furthermore, over half of the DCFCs 
installed are proprietary to Tesla, which increases the conditional accessibility of the already low 
number of DCFCs available.12 

 

Figure 6. Shows the distribution of existing DCFCs (left) and Level 2 chargers (right) in Ohio. Source: Alternative 
Fuels Data Center, https://afdc.energy.gov/fuels/electricity_locations.html#/find/nearest?fuel=ELEC (accessed 

March 2021) 

Analysis of the Ohio charging landscape reveals that “Ohio will need additional charging infrastructure, 
particularly an increased number of DC Fast Chargers to facilitate current and future intercity EV 
transportation in the state. The number and distribution of Level 2 chargers focused around the metro 
areas do not provide practical solutions for EV drivers on travel corridors due to the long dwell times 
required to charge.”13 In other words, one of the top priorities statewide in Ohio for improving its EVSE 

 
11 https://www.ucsusa.org/resources/rural-communities-and-tci  
12 https://drive.ohio.gov/wps/portal/gov/driveohio/about-driveohio/resources/charging-study  
13 Ibid. 
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infrastructure is to focus on planning and deployment of Level 2 and DCFCs outside of urban metro 
areas. EVSE installation in rural areas of Ohio thus presents opportunities for EV adoption not only for 
local residents but also for state motorists more broadly.  

2.4 Case Study: EVSE Planning in Athens County 

The particular case of Athens County appears poised to capitalize on this opportunity, as it has a good 
track record of addressing one of the major challenges to EVSE installation in rural areas: it has a 
relatively high number of chargers already installed. Athens County ranks 16th (out of 88) in Ohio in 
number of charger plugs with 19, and Warren County with 21 is the only rural or Appalachian county 
with more charger plugs (see table 1). However, the majority of the 19 charger plugs in the county are 
located in the city of Athens. 

Given this baseline EVSE infrastructure in Athens County, the following approach is recommended for 
expanding charging locations beyond the city of Athens, with a specific focus on highway corridors. The 
planning and implementation of the following steps requires close coordination between municipal 
planning organizations (MPOs), local governments, EVSE manufacturers, sellers, and contractors, supply 
chain and logistics operators, and utilities and regulators. 

1. Identify the major highway corridors or other relatively well-trafficked roads in Athens County. 
2. Map any existing chargers that are near these corridors or well-trafficked roads. 
3. Create a radius buffer of reasonable size around these existing chargers to ensure adequate 

spacing between charging locations. 
4. Identify the apparent holes or gaps in the network that has been mapped so far. 
5. Highlight the most desirable locations among these gaps based on:  

a. Parking availability,  
b. Vicinity to corridor/well-trafficked road, 
c. Vicinity to restaurants, gas stations, or other amenities. 

6. Confirm with the electric utility serving the area that there is adequate electricity supply in the 
desirable locations identified.14 

This last step may be where the main challenge lies for Athens County and other rural and Appalachian 
counties. They may not have access to the advocacy and resources of the state’s rural electric 
cooperatives to help ensure adequate electric supply and utility rate incentives for the installation and 
maintenance of Level 2 chargers and DCFCs. The majority of Athens County is served by an AEP 
subsidiary and lies between and outside of the coverage areas of the South Central Power Cooperative, 
the Washington Electric Cooperative, and the Buckeye Rural Electric Cooperative (see figure 7). 
Extending the coverage areas of these cooperatives to include more of the county would help with 
policy and advocacy initiatives to create the financing, planning, and electric supply conditions necessary 
for successful EVSE installation in Athens County. 

 
14 Adapted from recommendations in the DriveOhio study referenced above. Ibid. 
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Figure 7. Shows the geographic distribution of electric utility coverage in Ohio, as well as the location of higher 
power transmission lines to indicate where the most substantial electric infrastructure currently exists. 

2.5 Case Study: Rural Retail Gasoline Fueling Stations and EVSE Charging Infrastructure   

The transportation sector’s transition to EVs is raising concerns about the future of retail gasoline 
fueling stations (hereafter: gas stations) in rural settings and elsewhere. Although transportation 
electrification is set to disrupt the traditional gas station business model, these impacts will be felt 
differently depending on location type, customer type and motorist travel tendencies, and the ability to 
offer additional amenities or services. Because rural gas stations provide critical services beyond fueling 
to travelers and rural community members, it is important that they are prepared for this transition.  

Gas stations will generate less fuel-based revenue as the number of EVs increases over time. Although a 
global outlook estimates fuel retail revenue declining by $10 billion dollars by 2030, it is expected that 
nonfuel retail and EV-charging revenue will increase by $8 and $20 billion dollars, respectively.15 Clearly, 
these projections indicate that there are opportunities for innovation and growth for the gas station 
business model, despite shrinking revenue from diminishing gasoline and diesel sales. 

Replacing gasoline and diesel fueling stations with EV chargers can generate some revenue for gas 
stations when EVs eventually dominate the market. However, given that EVs are capable of charging at 
almost all residences, gas stations should not expect to wholly substitute lost revenues with EV-charging 
revenues. The ability to electrically-fuel vehicles at home highlights a fundamental shift in transportation 
planning and infrastructure, resulting in less need for non-residential fueling stations.   

 
15 https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/oil-and-gas/our-insights/fuel-retail-in-the-age-of-new-mobility#  
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Publicly available charging stations will still play a significant role in advancing and supporting 
transportation electrification. These public charging stations could be installed at gas station locations. 
To date, however, there are few examples of this. Instead, chargers have been sited at destinations 
where vehicles have longer dwell/park times. Common examples include state parks, shopping centers, 
workplaces, and restaurants. For gas stations to present as better site candidates for charging stations, 
they need to change from their current “stop-and-go” design to a “destination” design with amenities 
and services to occupy consumers for extended periods during vehicle charging time.  

Rural gas station locations best prepared to take advantage of transportation electrification will have 
the following characteristics:   

- Access to 480V power supply for the installation of DC Fast Chargers, which can provide about 
an 80% battery charge in 30 minutes, depending on the vehicle type 

- Financial resources to purchase, install, operate, and maintain DC Fast Chargers  
- Close proximity to a major transportation corridor, right off of the highway exit, in a well-lit and 

safe area 
- Close proximity (walking distance) to restaurants and/or other nearby attractions for drivers 

during vehicle charging 
- Extended hours of operation, especially when other businesses/options are closed or 

unavailable 
- Convenience store and other amenities and services, such as 

o Bathrooms 
o indoor and/or outdoor seating area(s) 
o Postal services and parcel pickup/security for surrounding communities 
o Over-the-counter medication and first-aid equipment, and pharmacy operations if 

possible 
o Car wash and other vehicle services 
o Convenience store model: snacks, drinks, coffee, and other popular travel items 
o Grocery store model: travel and household items, fresh foods, groceries 
o Restaurant model: restaurant, café, or fast-food partnership with another brand (e.g., 

McDonalds, Starbucks) to share the location for dual-purpose  
o ATM and other satellite banking activities 

2.6 Recommendations for Rural EVSE Deployment 

Whether backed by rural cooperatives or not, public and private utilities can act independently to 
increase rural accessibility to the commercial grade electric supply necessary for the installation of EVSE. 
They can also research and invest capital in new EVSE infrastructure projects along highway corridors 
that are more accessible for rural residents. Such measures can be particularly effective when utilities 
collaborate to organize regional EVSE networks, as in the case of the recent formation of the Electric 
Highway Coalition between six utilities operating in Midwestern, Gulf Coast, and Southern Atlantic Coast 
states: American Electric Power, Dominion Energy, Duke Energy, Entergy Corporation, Southern 
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Company, and the Tennessee Valley Authority. The coalition members have committed to installing a 
substantial network of DCFCs along major highway routes within their service territories.16 

Gas stations can be transformed into destinations or community hubs that offer far more than fueling 
services.17 Rural locations can provide electric fueling and other travel demands of passing-through 
customers, which mirrors their current operation. In addition, rural gas stations can adopt a business 
model that expands their service provision offerings to surrounding communities in order to recuperate 
lost gasoline and diesel revenues. By expanding their business model, rural gas stations might generate 
more employment opportunities and economic growth for the area.   

Finally, federal, state, and local government programs can fund and coordinate private-public 
partnerships around broadband access expansion programs in rural areas. The benefit of such initiatives 
to the expansion of EVSE infrastructure in rural areas is multifold. Broadband access is required for the 
installation and operation of smart charging systems that make it easier to track station use, integrate 
smart payment systems, and track electricity supply and demand. Broadband access programs can also 
be combined with EVSE programs under omnibus rural infrastructure funding and legislation. More 
indirectly, reliable and widely accessible broadband internet would make it easier for rural residents to 
access more services (healthcare, shopping, banking, etc.) online, thereby decreasing the frequency and 
range of travel for rural motorists and mitigating the range anxiety that is a barrier to EV purchasing.18  

3. Fleet Electrification 

3.1 Factors to Consider in Rural Fleet Electrification 

The considerations regarding EVSE charging infrastructure along highway corridors discussed in the 
previous section are particularly important when it comes to rural fleet electrification. This is due to key 
cost and drive-and-duty cycle factors like idle time, dwell time, and daily miles traveled. While up-front 
vehicle capital costs still figure prominently in fleet managers’ decisions regarding EV adoption, long-
term cost savings from lower fuel and maintenance costs weigh more heavily for fleet managers than 
they do for individual motorists. Perhaps a more significant capital cost factor than EV purchase price for 
fleet managers is the cost of EVSE installation, especially in rural areas where there are fewer charging 
stations in public areas and along highway corridors. 

The market for medium-to-heavy-duty (MD-HD) EVs deserves considerable attention when it comes to 
assessing EV adoption among fleets, as MD-HD vehicles tend to make up a larger proportion of fleet 
inventories compared to the pool of motorist vehicles. Whereas MD-HD EVs currently constitute a small 
portion of the overall EV market due to higher up-front costs, limited battery load carrying capacity, and 
limited model availability, there are several indicators that their segment of the market is set to 
accelerate in the near future. In June 2020, the state of California instituted the Advanced Clean Truck 
Rule, which mandates an increase in the percentage of zero-emission trucks that manufacturers in the 
state must sell from 2024-2035.19 Additionally, in July 2020 fourteen states and Washington, D.C. signed 

 
16 https://electrek.co/2021/03/02/six-us-utilities-form-electric-highway-coalition-in-southeast-midwest/  
17 https://image-src.bcg.com/Images/BCG-Is-There-a-Future-for-Service-Stations-July-2019_tcm20-223783.pdf  
18 https://www.ucsusa.org/resources/rural-communities-and-tci  
19 https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/our-work/programs/advanced-clean-trucks  
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a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to join the state of California in banning the sale of diesel 
trucks by 2050 and committing to reaching 30% zero-emission vehicle sales for MD and HD classes by 
2030.20  

3.2 Barriers and Opportunities for Rural Fleet Electrification 

As the markets for EVs of all classes continue developing, the greatest hurdle for rural fleets to electrify 
will be securing the necessary charging infrastructure and commercial grade electric supply both on-site 
and along critical routes and corridors. One of the specific challenges for rural fleet electrification 
related to charging infrastructure is the high demand for DCFCs. Fast chargers minimize charge times, 
which is more necessary for fleets than motorists because they have more vehicles, those vehicles are 
more likely to travel further on a regular basis and schedule, and their vehicles are more likely to be 
larger class sizes. DCFCs are the least common chargers currently, especially in rural areas, due to both 
expense and power supply requirements. Variable electricity rates can also burden fleet EV charging, 
resulting in the potential for significantly higher rates during peak periods. Lastly, in addition to the high 
cost, installing the necessary EVSE for EV fleet operations can be a complex technical and bureaucratic 
process made more difficult by unrefined guidelines and regulations. 

Despite these challenges, electrifying fleets in rural areas is not without its opportunities. More and 
more fleets are setting sustainability and carbon reduction goals that are making EVs a more appealing 
option, especially as they get closer to price parity with ICE vehicles. Fleet operators tend to find that 
EVs provide a more pleasant driving experience, especially over longer distances. EVs are substantially 
quieter, and heavier duty EV models do not vibrate like their diesel-fueled counterparts. They have 
greater acceleration and torque, making driving easier in hilly rural and Appalachian topographies, while 
emitting less harmful fumes.  

3.3 Case Study: ChargePoint and NATSO National Highway Charging Collaborative 

A recent initiative for national EVSE deployment provides a helpful blueprint for the expansion of 
charging networks with a special focus on the needs of fleets and rural communities. In a February 2020 
MOU, ChargePoint, the world’s largest EV charging network, and NATSO, representing US truck stops 
and travel plazas, formed the National Highway Charging Collaborative with a goal of leveraging $1 
billion in public and private investment funds to deploy charging stations at more than 4,000 travel 
plazas and fuel stops along highway corridors and in rural communities by 2030.21  

Rural fleets are perhaps best positioned to benefit from this initiative as their needs for charging 
infrastructure closely match the collaborative’s dual focus on highway corridors and rural communities. 
NATSO and ChargePoint will be drawing on the Federal Highway Administration’s (FHWA) alternative 
fuel corridor network program as a guideline for determining strategic gaps to target in the current 
landscape of EVSE infrastructure. The FHWA provides detailed corridor maps as tools for identifying 

 
20 https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/news/15-states-and-district-columbia-join-forces-accelerate-bus-and-truck-
electrification  
21 
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/alternative_fuel_corridors/resources/best_practices/nh_charcing_colab.
cfm  
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such gaps along corridors and in rural areas, as shown in figure 8. The FHWA map of Ohio highlights a 
clear gap in EVSE infrastructure in rural and Appalachian areas of Ohio, Kentucky, and West Virginia, the 
kind of gap the National Highway Collaborative is seeking to fill.  

 

Figure 8. Shows EV-corridor ready and EV-corridor pending locations in the state of Ohio. The map indicates a clear 
preference for urban areas, with significant gaps apparent in southeast Ohio and the Appalachian region more 

broadly. Source: FHWA Alternative Fuel Corridors Program. 

Locating EV charging stations at travel plazas and truck stops will make an impact on rural fleet 
electrification by expanding EVSE networks to more remote areas, enabling longer-distance travel for 
fleet EVs, and making it more feasible for business fleets to operate in and drive economic opportunities 
for rural communities. 

3.4 Recommendations for Rural Fleet Electrification 

Beyond such private partnerships leveraging both private and public funds and resources, additional key 
steps can be taken to address the challenges and opportunities for rural EV fleet electrification. For 
instance, governments and financial institutions investing in research and development on improving 
battery technology to help reduce up-front cost and charging time for fleet vehicles. Outreach and 
education among rural fleet managers and drivers about the driving experience benefits of EVs is also an 
important step to generate buy-in from fleet employees. Utilities and regulators must create greater 
incentives to delivering commercial grade power supply to rural fleet sites and corridors. State 
legislators should act to streamline EVSE permitting and installation processes to make it easier and 
more cost effective for fleets to install necessary charging stations.  

And lastly, and perhaps most importantly, local governments should take advantage of existing fleet 
partnerships and subsidy structures to lead by example in deploying fleet EVs. One recent example in 
rural Ohio is the City of Logan Police Department leasing two Tesla Model Y police cruisers. This involved 
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working with Enterprise Fleet Management to lease the vehicles, applying for a federal rural 
development grant to help subsidize the cost to lease, and receiving funding from the Sustainable Ohio 
Public Energy Council (SOPEC) to install two charging stations for the vehicles.22 By modeling this process 
of convening the right stakeholders and funding streams to deploy EVs, local governments can provide a 
replicable template for other public and private fleets to follow. 

4. Economic and Workforce Development  

4.1  Factors to Consider in Rural Economic and Workforce Development 

Increasingly, regulations and OEM commitments are indicating that EVs are the future of the private and 
commercial motor vehicle markets. In a manufacturing state like Ohio, there are competitive advantages 
for capitalizing on this market trend to attract OEM investments and create new job opportunities in the 
design, assembly, and installation of EVs and EVSE. Further, given how different the structure and 
technology of EVs are from ICE vehicles, training mechanics and service technicians in EV upkeep, 
maintenance, service components, and parts will be essential for the transition to transportation 
electrification.  

Although Ohio is well-positioned to capitalize on the transition to an electrified transportation system, 
there are also economic and workforce development consequences for delayed investment or inaction. 
Governments and the private sector have begun diverting their capital investments and resources away 
from the ICE vehicle market, given the promise and continued growth of EV technology and 
electrification. For example, as of April 2021, the U.S. federal government has proposed a $174 billion-
dollar investment into the EV market.23 It is clear that the future of the automotive industry rests on EVs 
and electrification, signaling the eventual replacement of ICE vehicles and their regressing economic 
stability for employment.  

A cornerstone of the ICE vehicle market was its employment opportunities, especially with 
manufacturing creating many positive economic outcomes for rural communities. There is some concern 
that this will not be the case with EV manufacturing because EVs have about 40% fewer parts and are 
generally easier to assemble than ICE vehicles, resulting in fewer future auto-manufacturing jobs.24 
However, it is important to note that EV and other advanced automotive technologies have the 
potential to replace lost manufacturing jobs.  

To offset ICE manufacturing unemployment during this transition, the United States needs to on-shore—
that is, domestically operate the supply chains of—the semiconductor chip, lithium-ion battery, and 
other emerging automotive technologies (e.g., autonomous vehicle technology). Currently, there are 
notable shortages in semiconductor supply, causing several automakers to cut back on vehicle 
production.25 These supply chains are absolutely critical for current and future EV production and the 
competitiveness of the United States in the global automotive industry moving forward.  

 
22 https://teslanorth.com/2021/03/02/logan-police-in-ohio-excited-for-tesla-model-y-cruisers-arriving-in-6-8-
weeks/  
23 https://www.nrdc.org/experts/roland-hwang/biden-puts-electric-vehicle-jobs-high-gear  
24 https://apnews.com/article/fact-check-biden-1-million-new-auto-jobs-4951b25589c6d008aae2fa8f92963e2d  
25 https://www.govtech.com/transportation/Bidens-Ordered-Supply-Chain-Review-to-Include-EV-Batteries.html  
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Securing these supply chains will create many scientific, technical, and manufacturing employment 
opportunities in the United States. The battery manufacturing process contains three distinct assembly 
steps, with the initial cell production step typically occurring overseas in China, South Korea, and 
Japan.26 Then, these battery cells are imported into the United States and assembled into battery 
modules and packs before they are installed into vehicles. On-shoring the entire battery supply chain 
from the acquisition of raw earth materials through assembly will adequately replace obsolete ICE 
vehicle positions. In addition, the semiconductor supply chain offers many high-demand employment 
opportunities. With costly shortages in the market, semiconductor availability is a critical factor for the 
production of EVs and other electronics. The United States is already taking action to secure and on-
shore this supply chain by investing $22 billion dollars in domestic manufacturing and research.27 

It is clear that a failure to incentivize and adopt transportation electrification and EV technology will 
leave Ohio and the United States behind. Given the importance of the automotive industry to Ohio’s 
economy, there is greater impetus than ever to capitalize on this transition and utilize the automotive 
resources and infrastructure already established here. Between EV manufacturing and maintenance, the 
semiconductor and battery cell supply chains, and EVSE manufacturing and installation, there are more 
economic and employment opportunities than challenges that ultimately justify this transition. 

4.2 Barriers and Opportunities for Rural Economic and Workforce Development   

4.2.1 Advanced Vehicle Supply Chain and Manufacturing 

Over the next decade, 29 major global automakers are investing at least $300 billion into EVs.28 The 
investment influx and expansion of the transportation electrification market presents a great 
opportunity for economic growth and workforce development, particularly in rural settings across the 
United States. Ohio, a long-time leader in automotive manufacturing, is well-positioned to reap the 
benefits from EV technology and manufacturing. With existing automotive manufacturing and end-to-
end supply-chain infrastructure in the state and Midwest region (see Figure 9), Ohio has a competitive 
advantage and can spearhead the EV transition. The economic impact of EV manufacturing in Ohio alone 
is projected to create 2,000 additional jobs, putting $135 million more dollars (in annual wages) into 
Ohio's economy.29 Below, we introduce Lordstown, OH as an emblematic case of rural Ohio’s 
opportunity to capitalize on the EV market.   

 
26https://www.usitc.gov/publications/332/working_papers/supply_chain_for_ev_batteries_2020_trade_and_valu
e-added_010721-compliant.pdf  
27 https://thehill.com/opinion/technology/540307-semiconductor-chip-famine-undermines-automakers-and-
economy-security  
28 https://graphics.reuters.com/AUTOS-INVESTMENT-ELECTRIC/010081ZB3HD/index.html 
29 http://www.poweringohio.org/files/2018/11/Powering-Ohio-A-Path-Forward-FINAL.pdf 
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Figure 9. Shows the geographic distribution of existing assemblers/OEMs (red), major suppliers (blue), parts and 
material inputs (green), and infrastructure equipment (purple) in Ohio and the surrounding region. Source: Blue 
Green Alliance Foundation, https://www.bgafoundation.org/programs/visualizing-the-clean-economy-autos/ 
(accessed March 2021) 

4.2.1.1 Case Study: Lordstown 

In 2019, General Motors announced that the company was closing its manufacturing plant in Lordstown 
after 52 years. Since the shutdown, there have been some significant developments: General Motors 
and LG Chem, a large Korean chemical company, initiated a joint-venture to build a battery-cell 
manufacturing plant in the area. The building is in process and is expected to be completed by the end 
of 2021. This $2.3 billion equal joint-venture is projected to create over 1,100 jobs.30 General Motors 
sold their shutdown factory to Lordstown Motors, a start-up electric vehicle company manufacturing the 
first all-electric commercial pickup truck. Lordstown Motors is expected to launch its all-electric pickup 
truck by the end of 2021, creating nearly 1,600 jobs and an estimated annual payroll of $91 million.31 

By selling their old manufacturing plant to Lordstown Motors, General Motors took advantage of 
existing industrial infrastructure to invest in electric vehicle manufacturing. Beyond this capital sale, 
General Motors has invested tens of millions of dollars into the start-up, with an option to sell 
Lordstown Motors’ future emissions credits for the first three years of EV production. With Lordstown 

 
30 https://media.gm.com/media/us/en/gm/news.detail.html/content/Pages/news/us/en/2019/dec/1205-
lgchem.html  
31 https://www.bizjournals.com/cleveland/news/2020/12/07/ne-ohio-companies-win-339m-in-tax-credits.html  
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Motors taking over the GM facilities, the Ohio Tax Credit Authority granted a $20 million tax credit to 
the EV start-up. 

4.2.2 Electric Vehicle Maintenance and Technician Workforce Development 

Since EV design and technology differs significantly from ICE vehicles, mechanics and service technicians 
will need knowledge of EV upkeep, maintenance, service components, and parts in order to support the 
transition to vehicle electrification. In 2019, there were 756,600 automotive service technician and 
mechanic jobs in the United States, which underscores the tremendous opportunity for workforce 
development in this area.32 Therefore, as electric vehicles flood the commercial and consumer markets 
over the next decade and onward, automotive technicians will need training and continuing education in 
EV maintenance. Although we point to a specific case of workforce development, continuing education 
and technician training already exists across the United States; there are post-secondary vocational 
programs, community colleges, and automotive-specific institutes or programs that can supplement 
their current curricula with EV content.     

4.2.2.1 Case Study: National Alternative Fuels Training Consortium (NAFTC) 

The NAFTC is headquartered at West Virginia University in Morgantown, WV. Although directed from 
West Virginia, NAFTC consists of a national network of training centers in US high schools, community 
colleges, and vocational or technical institutions. Most of these centers are located east of the 
Mississippi River, with some also located along the west coast throughout California, Oregon, and 
Washington.  

The NAFTC offers many courses and workshops on advanced fuel technology and electric vehicles, many 
of which are designed to train current technicians. For example, NAFTC’s Electric Drive Vehicle 
Automotive Technician Training is a five-day course that introduces technicians to EVs and how to 
maintain them. This course prepares current technicians to pass the ASE L3, a certification test 
administered by the National Institute of Automotive Service Excellence to become a Light Duty 
Hybrid/Electric Vehicle Specialist. By participating in this professional training, technicians that were 
conventionally trained in ICE vehicles are better positioned to become certified, opening up economic 
opportunities to service and repair electric vehicles.  

The consortium uses a “train-the-trainer” model, where they train automotive educators who in turn 
share EV maintenance and repair knowledge with their students through their respective institutions. 
This is a highly effective model because vocational and post-secondary technician programs already 
exist, and by including EV content, the workforce is prepared to work on this emerging vehicle-type. This 
model also relies on existing academic and training infrastructure throughout the United States, adding 
onto existing curriculums instead of creating brand new programs. In doing so, NAFTC establishes 
partnerships with academic institutions, the private sector, and governments to train technicians from 
all areas of this technical field.  

 

 
32 https://www.bls.gov/ooh/installation-maintenance-and-repair/automotive-service-technicians-and-
mechanics.htm#tab-1  
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4.2.3 Electric Trades EVSE Workforce Development 

The continued adoption of EVs relies on the installation of accessible EVSE charging infrastructure. As 
new buildings and parking facilities are constructed, there is an opportunity to install EVSE or EVSE-
ready electrical wiring. Installing EVSE avoids a bottleneck between too-few chargers for too-many EVs, 
and it provides an economic and workforce development opportunity for electricians and electrical 
workers. Because Ohio is home to the fifth highest number of electricians in the United States, there is 
an even greater workforce development incentive here.33 Moreover, while it may be assumed that the 
majority of this electrician workforce that is relevant to the development of EVSE infrastructure in the 
state is located in metropolitan centers, there is overall significant job growth in the clean energy sector 
in rural areas of the state. According to the 2021 Clean Jobs Midwest Report, more than 15% of Ohio’s 
clean energy workforce—more than 15,700 jobs—is located in rural areas.34  

 

Figure 10. Shows the distribution of electricians across the United States and highlights the five states with the 
highest employment of electricians. Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
https://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes472111.htm#(3) (accessed April 2021) 

 
33 https://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes472111.htm#(3)  
34 https://www.cleanjobsmidwest.com/state/ohio  
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4.2.3.1 Case Study: Electrical Trade Center of Central Ohio and Power Connect 

Power Connect is a consortium in the electrical contracting industry that offers the Electric Vehicle 
Infrastructure Training Program (EVITP). The training program is completed through the Electrical Trade 
Center of Central Ohio in Columbus and offers both a classroom and hands-on approach to certify 
electricians for EVSE installation. The program is exhaustive, covering a number of topics including EVs 
and battery types, utility interconnect policies, grid stress test precautions, installation and maintenance 
of different EVSE stations, and several national standards and regulations for electrical work. 

The curriculum was developed through collaboration with a number of industry partners and 
stakeholders from the automotive, utility, and EVSE sectors, as well as electrical professional 
associations and educational institutions. The program is offered throughout the United States at 
community colleges and through the network of Electrical Industry Training Centers. 

4.3 Recommendations for Rural Economic and Workforce Development 

While there is overwhelming evidence that electrification is the future of the transportation sector, we 
must be strategic in how we achieve this outcome. With economic and workforce development as a 
priority, we provide concluding recommendations that will ensure EV job creation and training are at the 
forefront of this advancement. Additionally, it is important to underscore that EVs represent a 
technological transition in the automotive industry. For this reason, there are numerous opportunities 
for economic and workforce development that build upon existing manufacturing infrastructure, 
technician maintenance, and methods of training. Ultimately, this means initial progress for 
transportation electrification is well-underway, underscoring the urgency in taking expedient action to 
capitalize on this automotive transition.   

4.3.1 Advanced Vehicle Supply Chain and Manufacturing 

To spur greater EV manufacturing capacity, federal and state governments can offer tax credits to 
incentivize automotive companies and other supply-chain producers to invest in EV technology and 
production. At the federal level, the Department of Energy offers low-cost debt capital through the 
Advanced Technology Vehicles Manufacturing Loan Program, alleviating some financial pressures that 
might serve as a barrier to entry in this market. Depending on existing rules and future legislation, some 
OEMs might benefit from emissions trading schemes that allow automakers to earn credits for their role 
in reducing emissions. These emission credits can be sold to boost revenue and create some financial 
security for budding EV ventures.  

Finally, automotive manufacturing infrastructure exists across the United States. To reduce capital 
expenditures and prohibitive up-front costs, EV manufacturers should tap into this existing 
infrastructure. Retrofitting a shuttered ICE automobile plant for EV production also has the potential to 
reduce the amount of time between investment and production, which should allow EV manufacturers 
to generate revenue and turn profits sooner.  

4.3.2 Electric Vehicle Maintenance and Technician Workforce Development 

For efficient and effective workforce development, EV training should be implemented into the existing 
automotive training curricula and offered across the wide array of automotive institutes, community 
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colleges, and post-secondary vocational programs. In addition, the “train-the-trainer” method 
disseminates EV knowledge to proven educators with established expertise in the automotive industry. 
These educators are also likely to be connected to the network of the nonprofit, private, and 
governmental actors that contribute to national consortiums like the NAFTC. For hands-on classroom 
training, existing educational workshops can be used, but they will need upgrades that provide EV tools 
and components to simulate working on EVs. Grants provide an opportunity to procure these 
components and equipment to ensure that these educational programs can provide a hands-on EV 
experience.  

4.3.3 Electric Trades EVSE Workforce Development 

By leveraging the Electrical Industry Training Centers and International Brotherhood of Electrical 
Workers, the electrical trades can use their existing organizational networks to prioritize training in EVSE 
installation. Further, any apprenticeships should require a certain amount of field experience in EVSE 
planning and installation to ensure workers are prepared for the growing demand. Because electrical 
professions often require certification, EVSE installation training and knowledge could be integrated as a 
mandatory, must-pass component to become certified. 


